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Lunar dust transport by photoelectric charging at sunset 

MICHAEL A. PELIZZARI and DAVID R. CRISWELL 
Lunar and Planetary Institute, 3303 NASA Road 1, Houston, Texas 77058 

Abstract-The motion of dust grains from a photoelectrically charged object at the moon's sunset 
terminator is studied with the aid of a simple model. It is shown that sunlit objects ranging in size from 
less than 0.01 cm to 5 cm in radius are responsible for the levitation of dust grains to heights of observed 
horizon glow. The transverse displacement of these grains is observed to be at least twice their maxi-
mum altitude, so that fitting the latter to horizon glow implies horizontal particle ranges typically 6 to 60 
cm. Detachment of these grains from the sunlit areas takes place mainly along the contracting sunlight 
boundaries as the areas shrink during sunset. A high ratio of intergrain adhesion force to dust-grain 
weight is essential for the occurrence of horizon glow and significant dust transport from the sub-
centimeter sized sunlit areas. 

INTRODUCTION 
The observations of horizon glow due to levitated particles just above the lunar 

terminator terrain (Rennilson and Criswell, 1974) suggest the occurrence of a dust-
lifting process 107 times as active as meteoritic churning. Electrostatic lifting seems 
to be the most plausible mechanism, considering the high resistivity of lunar mate-
rial (Olhoeft et al., 1974) and the extreme retention times of charge in lunar soil 
(Arrhenius and Asunmaa, 1973). Electric fields of sufficient magnitude and spatial 
extent may be generated by loss of photoelectrons (PE's) from partially sunlit 
features in the lunar terminators (Criswell, 1973). Numerical simulations of pho-
toelectrification support this hypothesis (De and Criswell, 1977; Pelizzari and Cris-
well, 1978). Here we consider the motion of dust grains strewn from such a sunlit 
feature throughout its charging history, as the sunlit area diminishes during sunset. 
Using an idealized sunlit feature, height and range distributions of grain trajecto-
ries are computed. Comparison with horizon glow data enables one to deduce with 
this charging model the horizontal migration distances of dust grains whose eleva-
tions are observed in horizon glow. 

PARTICLE DETACHMENT 
Consider the charging of a dust grain attached to some substrate material, 

assuming for simplicity that it has the same physical properties and receives the 
same photon and electron fluxes as the substrate. The charge per cross-sectional 
area on the grain's exposed side therefore equals the surface charge density q on 
the substrate. Choosing the simplest physical geometry of a spherical dust grain of 
radius r and uniform mass density p, adhering to a planar substrate of dielectric 
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constant k tilted at angle 0 from the horizontal, one may easily obtain the mini-
mum charge density needed to lift the grain. The electric field at the grain's center 
due to the substrate charge is 

(1) 

assuming that the area shielded by the grain is devoid of charge. Without detailed 
knowledge of the charge distribution on grain and substrate, the best estimate of 
the repulsive electric force on the grain is simply its total charge times E.1.. The 
detachment condition then becomes 

[ J2 ] 1/2 q > 3,r p g (k + 1) O'. r (2) 

where O'. = cos 0 + Facthesionlmg defines the adhesion factor, mis the grain's mass, 
Facthesion is the (non-gravitational) force binding it to the substrate and g is the lunar 
surface gravity. 

The role of grain adhesion is essential for the production of horizon glow and is 
an important factor in dust migration. If grains are bound only gravitationally, they 
will detach from the substrate and wander just above the surface without being 
accelerated from it. But a strongly adhering grain (O'.~l) detaches only after the 
repulsive electric force reaches O'.mg. At the instant of detachment, the short range 
adhesion force vanishes and the grain "snaps" off the surface under high acelera-
tion. If the path length of high electrical acceleration is As, the speed imparted to 
the grain is 

v = J20'.g(As). (3) 
Small sunlit features (As < 1 cm) thus act as electrical "cannons", launching grains 
on ballistic trajectories after an initial impulse. The maximum height attained by 
these "cannonballs" in lunar gravity is 

v2 
h = Zg = O'. (As) . (4) 

This shows that dust grains elevated to horizon glow heights (3 < h < 30 cm) from 
small sunlit features (10- 3 < As < 1 cm) will lie in the adhesion range 
3 < O'. < 3000. This is fairly weak binding; microparticle adhesion in lunar samples 
has not been observed in this range because such loosely bound dust is easily 
dislodged and lost during handling of lunar samples. The only direct measurements 
of adhesion give values clustering around O'. = 109 (Facthesion = 100 dynes, r = 5 µ,m) 
for microparticles attached to larger host grains (Arrhenius and Asunmaa, 1973). 
Indirect evidence for a loosely bound microparticle component in lunar dust is 
abundant in lunar rock surface analyses (Zook, 1978), but its O'.-distribution is 
unknown at present. 

CHARGING 

Lunar materials exposed to the solar photon flux emit photoelectrons (PE's) 
with energies up to kilovolts (Criswell, 1973). In daytime, photoemission can 
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Lunar dust transport by photoelectric charging at sunset 
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Fig. 1. (A) Sunlit patch of initial size 2a. (B) Two-dimensional simulation of the patch's 
photoelectric charging and contraction, assuming maximum electron energy of Eo = eVo 
(Pelizzari and Criswell, 1978). Broken arc shows cutoff radius re = 3a, which gives the 
strip the electrical appearance of a finite patch. Shown at selected times are: (C) Surface 
potential V(x) and (D) charge density q(x), in units of 1.59 x 10- 5 (V0 /l volt) (1 cm/a) 
esu/cm2 • Unit of time is 100 emission events per cm of fully sunlit strip length. Contrac-

tion rate is constant from full illumination (T = 100) to total darkness (T = 500). 
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X 

produce surface potential variations of only a few volts due to uniformity of illumi-
nation and exposure to the solar wind plasma. As the sunset terminator ap-
proaches, the solar wind particle flux is drastically reduced, while illumination 
becomes patchy, permitting the growth of fairly large potential differences be-
tween positive (sunlit) and negative (shadowed) regions. Electric fields of 100 to 
1000 volts/cm may develop around small objects at the lunar limb, such as the 
small rock in Fig. l(A). The sunlit patch tends to maintain constant potential as it 
charges (De and Criswell, 1977), because low energy photoelectrons "hop" along 
its surface, giving it an effective conductivity. This conductor-like effect concen-
trates positive surface charge toward the edges of the sunlit patch. The dark areas 
retain all photoelectrons striking them, resulting in very intense dipole fields at the 
sun-dark boundaries. 

After awhile, the sunlit patch achieves a steady state at some voltage V, at which 
most PE's return to the sunlit patch, while the few PE's that escape (energy > eV) 
are balanced by small leakage currents. The charge density may be further inten-
sified by the sunset effect; at dusk as the sunlit area contrasts, freshly darkened 
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areas become new sinks for PE's, thereby raising charge density and voltage of the 
remaining sunlit areas (Criswell and De, 1977). 

Given the distribution of light on an initially uncharged dielectric surface with 
known photoelectric properties, there is no simple way to predict the charge den-
sity as a function of position and time. Most widely adopted is the brute force 
method of following all the PE orbits numerically. It has been suggested that the 
conductor-like effect enables one to treat the sunlit area as an excellent conductor, 
thereby accounting for the action of low energy PE's (De and Criswell, 1977). But 
the "conductor" is influenced by charge embedded in the dark areas, so its surface 
charge is a complicated function even for simple geometries; in addition, it may be 
necessary to consider the conductor's resistivity if illumination is nonuniform or 
time-variable (Pelizzari and Criswell 1978). Therefore, rather than exploit the 
conductor-like effect, both high and low energy PE's are followed in the present 
study and charge density is determined entirely from the simulated motion of 
PE's. 

As soon as photoelectric charging raises q above the righthand side of (2), any 
grain of radius r and adhesion factor a stuck to the surface will fly off, carrying 
with it a total charge Tir2q. A completely self-consistent model of charging requires 
specification on the size and adhesion factor distributions of attached grains, to 
compute the rate of charging due to grain departures and arrivals. Because this 
detailed information is unavailable, and for the sake of simplicity, the discharging 
due to dust grain motion is treated here as just another leakage current. Therefore, 
its main effect (limiting potential) is simulated by truncating the PE energy spec-
trum at a cutoff energy E 0 , which becomes a free parameter in the model. This 
decouples the charging problem from the grain detachment and flight problem, 
greatly decreasing the complexity of the model by splitting it into two distinct 
stages. First, photoelectric charging of a sunlit patch is simulated as if the surface 
has no detachable dust grains, to obtain q (x, t). From this, the detachment criter-
ion (2) is applied to select starting positions (xi,ti) of test grains; their orbits are 
subsequently computed in the electric fields generated by q (x, ti)- Each of these 
stages shall now be discussed in turn. 

NUMERICAL MODEL 

Charging 
The detachment condition (2) is clearly sensitive to the surface charge density q, 

and it is therefore desirable to know q fairly accurately as a function of position on 
a sunlit feature to resolve the transport properties of dust from its surface. The 
extreme variations expected in q, however, due to the conductor-like and sunset 
effects, prevent its accurate computation for a two-dimensional sunlit patch. This is 
because the statistics are very poor in any numerical code designed to simulate 
charging of a two-dimensional photo-emitting grid with a small computer (PDP 11/ 
45 was used). By eliminating one spatial dimension, adequate number statistics 
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Lunar dust transport by photoelectric charging at sunset 3229 

may be obtained. This has been done in formal studies of differential photoelectric 
charging (Pelizzari and Criswell, 1978) by modeling an infinitely long strip of 
sunlight on an otherwise dark dielectric plane [Fig. l(B)]. Potentials can be as-
signed to strip points only if a cutoff radius re is introduced, beyond which the 
strip's electric field falls off faster than l /r. This gives the sunlit strip the electrical 
"appearance" of a finite segment, and may therefore be used to simulate a finite 
patch. 

Although this model lacks the topographic relief of any specific lunar feature 
from which dust levitation may be expected, it embodies in the simplest possible 
way all the elements of importance to photoelectric charging and subsequent dust 
motion. Figure l(C) illustrates the potential V(x) and Fig. l(D) the charge density 
q(x) of a uniformly sunlit strip which begins linear contraction along its western 
edge after T = 100 times units, and shrinks until the sunlight vanishes (T = 500). 
Because the total photocurrent is proportional to the emitting area, the number of 
PE orbits computed per unit time must decrease as the sunlit area contracts. This is 
accomplished by defining the time unit as the time it takes for the fully sunlit strip 
to emit 100 units of charge [defined in Fig. l(D)]. The x-axis is divided into bins of 
width O.la (2a = initial width of sunlit strip) and, using a Monte Carlo method to 
select PE emission parameters, a mean of 5 PE orbits per time step per sunlit bin 
are computed, for a total of 28,832 PE flights. This number provides an adequate 
degree of statistical reliability in the results. One third of the PE's are released with 
the cutoff energy E 0 and two thirds with much lower energy, E0 /l0. The time 
parameter T is related linearly to true time t by the total PE flux N according to the 
formula 

( ) T( . . )[ 3.3 x 106 E 0 (eV) ] t sec = time umts N( _2 _ 1) ( ) cm sec a cm · 

The conductor-like effect and sunset effect are clearly evident in the enhancement 
of q (x) at the sunlight boundaries. The electric field becomes strongest at the 
stationary (eastern) sunlight boundary, which should therefore be the most active 
site of dust detachment. The reader is referred to Pelizzari and Criswell (1978) for 
further details of the photoelectric charging model. 

Grain dynamics 
To follow the motion of dust from the strip, it is assumed that gravity is normal 

to the charged plane (0 = 0) and that test particles of radius r = 5 µm and adhesion 
factors O'. = zm, m = 1,2, ... , are centered on each bin of the x-axis. The function 
q(x,T) is scanned forward from T=O until a bin is encountered where the detach-
ment condition is satisfied for one of the grains. At that instant, the grain's path is 
computed, and three orbital parameters are recorded: the starting position x0 , 

maximum height hand landing position x. Scanning then continues, assuming that 
all the more weakly adhering grains have been purged from that x-bin. Figure 2 
shows the resulting distributions in Xo, x and h, of the 88 test particles that were 
lifted from the sunlit strip when Vo/a= 500 volts/cm (V0 is potential-equivalent of 
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the maximum PE energy E 0 ). Each grain's orbital variables and adhesion strength 
are indicated respectively by the position and shape of a symbol in the plots. Other 
choices of V 0 / a and r produce similarly shaped distributions but with differing 
values of ex outlining their main features and differing total detached-particle 
counts. Each plot will now be discussed in turn. 
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Fig. 2. Orbital parameters of test particles repelled from the simulated patch: (a) site Xo 
vs. time T of detachment; (b) landing site x vs. detachment site x0 ; (c) maximum height 
h vs. time T. The x scale is linear on the interval Ix I :s; a and logarithmic on the segments 
Ix I > a. Every test particle is represented in each graph by a symbol which indicates the 
grain adhesion cx=l + Fadhesionlmg. Grain mass density = 2.0 gm/cm3, surface grav-

ity = 162 cm/sec2 , dielectric constant of surface material = 1. 

Figure 2(A) illustrates the charging time required to detach grains of specified 
adhesiveness from different locations on the strip. Initially (T<50), weakly adher-
ing grains are ejected from all portions of the sunlit strip, as its positive charge 
builds up. By about T=50, negative charge in the dark planes ( lx 0 I > a) is high 
enough to repel test grains from those areas. As charging continues, successively 
more adhesive grains are ejected from each point on or near the strip. The 
conductor-like effect enhances charge density, and, hence, dust detachment at the 
edges of the sunlit area. This is nicely illustrated by the ejection of et= 8 particles at 
the moment of passage of the contracting edge, which produces the distinctive 
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diagonal pattern of triangles in x0 -T space. Due to steady growth of charge density 
on the remaining sunlit area during contraction (sunset effect), the stationary 
boundary (x0 = - a) becomes the most highly charged region and, hence, the most 
active site of dust detachment (up to a=256). 

Figure 2(B) depicts the initial and final positions (x0 and x, respectively) of all 
test grains. The x axis is compressed to a logarithmic scale on the dark planes 
(x< - a and x>a) in order to display the great distances to which dust can be trans-
ported. Scaling is clarified by the solid curve x = x0 , which marks the points corre-
sponding to no net transport. Horizontal displacement of a symbol from this line 
indicates the distance traversed by the corresponding grain from its emission site. 
For positively charged grains leaving the sunlit area, three types of grain transport 
are observed: 

Type I: Grains which emanate from the contracting bound-
ary are strewn sunward a remarkably uniform distance, 
X = 12a. 
Type II: High-a grains which emanate from the stationary 
boundary during contraction are ejected great distances 
antisunward, x = - lOa to - lOOa. 
Type Ill: The low-a grains detached during the intitial 
charging phase (T<lOO) are thrown moderate distances 
( <lOa) to either side of the strip. These transport types are 
identified by Roman numerals near the corresponding 
groups of test grains. 

Figure 2(C) displays the maximum altitude attained by detached grains as a func-
tion of time. Note the clustering according to transport type. Upon comparison of 
Figs. 2(B) and 2(C), one finds that grains ejected from the edges of the sunlit area 
are transported laterally much further than they are lifted vertically, due to the 
high horizontal electric fields at the edges. This is most pronounced at the station-
ary edge where the oppositely charged spikes grow continually; note that x/h gets 
as high as five for Type II grains ejected there, compared to only two for Type I 
grains from the moving edge. 

In yet another category (Type IV) are the grains which become detached from 
the dark planes ( I Xo I >a). Being negatively charged by PE accretion, these grains 
are immediately pulled into the highly positive strip. Most of them barely move 
from their initial positions, so they are found near the x = Xo line in the (x,x0 ) plane 
and are clustered far below the band of positively charged grains in the (h, T) 
plane. 

DISCUSSION 

It must be remembered while studying Fig. 2 that the density of symbols does 
not resemble the density of dust grains that would actually be strewn from the 
sunlit strip, because the a and Xo distributions of grains are not expected to be 
uniform. Lacking information about these distributions, it is not possible to pre-
sent a quantitative model of dust transport at this time. The utility of Fig. 2 is that 
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Lunar dust transport by photoelectric charging at sunset 3233 

it demonstrates the reality of dust transport by partial photoelectric charging and 
reveals its basic features with clarity. 

The results in Fig. 2(C) are particularly relevant to horizon glow observations. 
Type I grains are most prominent throughout contraction and cluster distinctly in 
the height range 4a<h<8a. The center of this range, 

ho = 6a (5) 

appears to be the most characteristic height attained by 5 µm grains detached from 
the set of sunlit patches represented by this simulation (VO= 500a). A straight-
forward fit of the model to the data may be obtained by assuming that most of 
the light observed at elevation ho is scattered from these grains. No further com-
putations are required if a scaling law can be found to generate ho as a function of 
Vo/a. 

For dust grains that are ejected to distances or heights large compared to a, the 
"cannon" analogy described earlier provides such a scaling law. Electrical repul-
sion is treated as an initial impulse which accelerates the grain with charge 
Q = 1rr2q to energy QV, where V is the surface potential at the point of detach-
ment. The grain then moves under the influence of gravity alone. Equating QV to 
the gravitational potential gives the maximum height to which grains may be 
ejected: 

or (6) 

h = V / [constant] . 
a pgr 

Horizontal range x scales similarly, and from (2), the adhesion factor scales accord-
ing to 

a = (V0 )
2 [ constant ] . 

a pg(k+ l)r (7) 

The bracketed quantities in (6) and (7) allow one to scale the numerical results to 
other grain sizes and densities, surface gravity or surface dielectric properties, but 
in the present study, they are held fixed. The proportionality constants are set by 
matching to the numerical results, a=8, h=6a for V0 /a = 500 volts/cm. The 
curves h = constant and a = constant form intersecting sets of parallel straight lines 
in the log a-log V0 plane, as shown in Fig. 3. Elevations at which horizon glow is 
observed, 3<h<30 cm above the local terminator terrain, are delineated by the 
heavy dark lines and form a band in a-V0 space. Only points below the a= 1 line, 
however, correspond to physically plausible sunlit features, to which detached 
grains are initially bound by at least their own weight. The scaling law differs from 
( 6), where h =a, and causes the h = constant lines to become crooked near a= l. 
This regime, where grains acquire less than QV O in kinetic energy, is indicated by 
breaks in the h = constant lines. 
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Fig. 3. Half-width a and potential V0 of source regions from which grains of 5 µ,m radius 
and adhesion factor a are levitated. Charging time at the sunset terminator limits source 
regions to the hatched area by prolonging development of very high potentials. Mean 

grain elevation attained is h. 

It seems unlikely that the scaling laws (6) and (7) can be extrapolated to a<10- 2 , 

for at that level, the sunlit region approaches in size the microparticles adhering to 
it, and it becomes necessary to invoke a model of grain detachment from other 
grains. The present model is valid as long as the substrate charge density is 
constant over lengths equal to the adhering particle's diameter, i.e., a;:::20r (bin 
size exceeds particle diameter). 

Limits to charging 
The locus of source regions responsible for horizon glow forms a curve in the 

a-VO plane whose shape depends on the physical processes which limit charging. 
Initially, potentials are time-limited by the photoemission rate. The isochrones [log 
t(sec) = const. in Fig. 3] were derived using the model's capacitance per unit area 
0.169/a and assuming that the area accumulates charge through loss of PE's emit-
ted at energies exceeding eV0 • A moderately active sun with no flares was 
assumed, using photon fluxes derived from the irradiance tables of Smith and 
Gottlieb (1974); the PE spectrum was obtained using the work function w = 5.0 
eV and photoyield Y (hv) measured for lunar dust (Willis et al., 1973) and using 
Y = 0.003 for hv > 21 e V, which is outside the range of reported measurements. 
Following Walbridge (1973), each photon was assumed to produce a quadratic-
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Fig. 4. Effect of ambient plasma electrons and lunar dust motion on locus of source 
regions. Observed horizon glow is due mainly to sources along the thick solid black 
border. V max depends on ambient plasma density and temperature, O'.max on dust-grain 
number and adhesion statistics. The upper limit on charging time, tmax = 3 x 104 sec, is 
the time interval between disappearance of solar wind flux and solar photon flux during 

lunar sunset. 
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shaped spectrum of PE's on the energy range O<E<e V0 -w, with zeros at the two 
extremes. 

At the moon's sunset terminator, charging time is limited by the aberration 
angle between the solar-wind and optical shadows to 4.5° of lunation (Whang and 
Ness, 1970), corresponding to the log t=4.5 isochrone in Fig. 3. The hatched area 
therefore represents the maximum zone of dust levitation if sunlit areas charge 
photoelectrically without any other processes competing. Horizon glow is observed 
typically for two hours following sunset ( 4.3<log t<4.5)during which time only a 
small amount of additional charging takes place. The locus of source regions is, 
therefore, essentially the isochrone which delimits the hatched area in Fig. 3, and 
along this curve V0 , h and a are single-valued functions of a. Remarkably, h(a) 
values lie within or near the range of horizon-glow observations; even better agree-
ment is obtained during quiet solar conditions, when the isochrones shift slightly 
toward the left. 

Charge leakage due to dust motion or by influx of ambient plasma electrons may 
restrict the size of the dust levitation zone, roughly along lines of constant a and 
Vo, respectively, as shown schematically in Fig. 4. These processes force the locus 
of source regions to follow the thick-lined boundary of the hatched region, so as 
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sunset progresses, the potential of large sunlit areas becomes plasma-limited, while 
that of small areas becomes dust-motion limited. From Fig. 3, the observation of 
horizon glow to heights of 30 cm requires the lower limit <Xmax(V max)2> 108, based on 
the present model. More specific information about <Xmax and V max can be deduced 
only from simultaneous observations of horizon glow and at least one of the rel-
evant phenomena, either the ambient plasma or the 5 µm-grain adhesion distri-
bution. Lacking such details, the conclusions which follow are based on the 
time-limited model of Fig. 3. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Assuming lunar horizon glow is sunlight scattered from 5 µm dust grains sus-
pended above the terminator, the following may be concluded from the photo-
electric charging model presented here. 

(1) For quiet and moderately active solar conditions, sunlit areas ranging from 
100 µm up to 5 cm in radius may charge sufficiently to eject dust grains to 
the observed elevations of horizon glow. Their corresponding potentials 
range from 150 volts to 1000 volts. 

(2) Grains observed at 3 cm elevation typically originate from the large cm-
sized features, while grains observed at 30 cm tend to originate from the 
small, submillimeter-sized features. Only the most weakly adhesive grains 
can be detached from the cm-sized features, while grains 1000 times as 
adhesive can be detached from the smallest features. 

(3) Grains are levitated continuously for up to six hours preceding sunset, but 
until the sun dips below the horizon, the light they scatter is masked by 
light reflected from the lunar surface. 

( 4) For quiet solar conditions, grain elevations are limited by the photoelectric 
charging time to at most 30 cm, in excellent agreement with the maximum 
elevations observed in horizon glow. 

(5) If horizontal and vertical distances scale the same, then from Fig. 2, the 
horizon-glow grains will typically land 2h, or between 6 and 60 cm to the 
west, and grains strongly accelerated from the stationary sunlit boundary 
will fly eastward as far as 6 meters. 

Although the model presented here is extremely simple, it demonstrates the 
consistency of dust transport by photoelectric charging at the sunset terminator 
with observations of lunar horizon glow. Before its consequences for lunar surface 
processes and evolution can be determined, several fundamental questions about 
this transport process must first be answered. What fraction of the lunar surface 
material adheres weakly enough to be transported in this manner? What effect on 
the x-h distribution of detached grains is introduced by giving sunlit features 
3-dimensional relief? Can photoelectric charging sort material on the basis of work 
function or adhesion differences between grains in a mixture, and thereby produce 
chemical differentiation on the lunar surface? Tackling these questions will require 
development of more general numerical models, more detailed and complete 
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comparisons with the available dust observations, and photoelectric charging of 
lunar dust in the laboratory, pending return visits to the lunar terminator. 
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